Hierarchical Scheduling Algorithm for QoS
Guarantee in the MIQ Switches
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A hierarchical scheduling concept is proposed to provide both
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the QoS guarantee and enhanced switching throughput in the
multiple input-queued switch under a bursty environment.

Introduction: One of the most important and imperative issues in
the future high-speed packet switching and routing is to provide
QoS guarantees of diversi ed services. However, scheduling algorithms developed for the multiple input-queued (MIQ) switches
have focused either on the throughput enhancement by nding
maximal input-output matchings or on the methodology of nding the matchings, rather than QoS guarantees. In this Letter,
we present a scheduling approach which provisions both the QoS
guarantees and high switch throughput in the MIQ switches.
Classi cation of scheduling strategies: The scheduling algorithms
developed for the packet switches with multiple number of queues
or virtual connection (VC) queues in each input or each output can
be classi ed into two categories: the dynamic scheduling algorithm
and the static scheduling algorithm. With the dynamic algorithm,
the scheduler makes decisions for scheduling every time slot to
nd out maximal input-output matching and, therefore, it is also
called cell-level scheduling. In general, dynamic scheduling is used
in the MIQ switches in order to improve the switch throughput.
Examples are parallel iterative matching (PIM) [1], SLIP [2], and
parallel solitary-request- rst (PSRF) [3] algorithms. With the
static scheduling algorithm, meanwhile, the scheduler determines
the service order of packets by assigning or reserving time slots for
speci c VC connections, whenever changes occur in the number
of connections, such as connection setups/takedowns. In general,
static scheduling, also called ow-level or connection-level scheduling, is used in the output-queued switches to guarantee the QoS
requirements of connections. Examples include weighted roundrobin (WRR) and scheduling algorithms based on the priority
scheme.
Hierarchical scheduling: For a scheduling algorithm to have a combined nature of providing QoS guarantees as well as high throughput, it is required to mix or unite a dynamic algorithm with a
static algorithm. The idea proposed in this Letter is to mix dynamic and static algorithms hierarchically, where we employ a
dynamic scheduler in nding input-output matchings and a static
scheduler in selecting a VC connection in the input port selected
by the dynamic scheduler.
Fig. 1 depicts an example of the two-level hierarchical scheduling in the MIQ switch used in our study, and S1 and S2 correspond
to the dynamic scheduler and the static scheduler, respectively.
That is, scheduler or server S1 is responsible for nding a set of
optimal input-output matchings. In the MIQ switch, since a queue
is dedicated to a speci c output port or a group of output ports,
for S1 to select an input-output pair implies to select a speci c
queue in the corresponding input. Therefore, we name the scheduler S1 the MIQ scheduler. It is usual that the MIQ scheduling is
performed in a centralized manner to nd optimal input-output
matchings by coordinating transmission requests from multiple inputs. Scheduler S2 is responsible for scheduling packets from VC
queues within the queue selected by the MIQ scheduler, naming
it the VC scheduler. The VC scheduler with the call admission
controller (CAC) manages the QoS of connections. Usually, the
VC scheduler is distributed in each input where a selected queue
uses it. The example shown in Fig. 1 depicts that S1 selects queue
2 and S2 selects VC n within the queue 2.
For providing QoS guarantees, we have to consider as many
classes of traÆc as possible. In the ATM arena, for example, there
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Figure 1:

MIQ scheduling

Two-level hierarchical scheduling in the MIQ

switch.

are CBR, VBR, ABR, UBR, and so on. However, we consider here
only two types of traÆc, real-time (RT) traÆc and non-real-time
(NRT) traÆc, since the objective is to provide potentially di erent
service support for di erent type of traÆc. For providing QoS
guarantees, in e ect, it is a minimum requirement to prioritize
RT traÆc over NRT traÆc or best-e ort services [4].
For those traÆc, we employed the known PIM scheduling algorithm as the dynamic scheduler (S1 in Fig. 1). The PIM algorithm is composed of three phases of Request, Grant, and Accept,
and uses parallelism, randomness, and iteration to nd a maximal matching between inputs and outputs. Maximal matching is
used to determine which inputs transmit cells to which outputs in
the next time slot. Details of PIM can be found in reference [1].
Based on the result of MIQ scheduling, the static scheduler (S2)
selects a VC connection based on a priority scheme. In the priority scheme employed in our study, RT traÆc is given preemption
for transmission request since we expect that RT traÆc has more
stringent QoS requirements, in particular packet delay. However,
RT traÆc does not have strict priority over NRT traÆc in the request phase. When the queue length of a NRT-traÆc connection
becomes larger than the prede ned threshold value (T hnrt ), the
connection has higher priority over RT traÆc and, thereby, meet
the packet loss requirements.
Performance evaluation: In order to validate that the hierarchical
scheduling can guarantee QoS requirements as well as provide high
switching throughput, we performed computer simulations under
following assumptions: The switch size used is 16  16 and each
input has 16 queues, viz. virtual output-queued (VOQ) switch.
Up to 2 VC connections, one RT and one NRT traÆc, are allowed
per each input in a speci c instance. RT and NRT traÆcs are
generated with the same probability of 0.5. Each connection is
bursty with geometrically distributed ON and OFF periods of
mean ON and OF F , respectively. During the ON period, cells
arrive continuously and destine for the same output, while during
the OFF period, no cell arrives. The destination of ON periods
distributes uniformly for output destination. We restrict that ON
and OFF periods be larger than one cell time. In the simulation,
we xed OF F to 15 cells, but ON takes on one value among 6,
7, 8, and 9 cells. It corresponds to the average o ered load () of
0.571, 0.636, 0.696 and 0.75 since there exist two connections on
average for each input. Bu er space of 10 cells and 1000 cells are
assigned to RT and NRT traÆc, respectively, and the threshold
value of the bu er for NRT traÆc is set to 950 cells. The running

Table 1: Cell loss ratio (CLR), average delay time (ADT), and
normalized throughput (Tnorm ) for RT and NRT traÆc. (switch
size =16, number of queues in an input = 16, BSrt = 10, BSnrt =
1000, T hnrt = 950 cell units)

Load
0.571
0.636
0.696
0.750

CLR
N/A
3.93e 7
1.76e 5
1.89e 4

RT traÆc
ADT
7.09
9.39
12.8
18.5

Tnorm
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99

CLR
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

NRT traÆc
ADT Tnorm
8.34
0.99
11.5
0.99
16.7
0.99
26.0
0.99

time is 107 cell time slots.
Table 1 shows the simulation result when we iterate the dynamic algorithm (PIM) twice during a time slot. As shown in
the table, RT traÆc has less queueing delay than NRT traÆc,
even though it experiences higher cell loss due to bu er over ow.
For NRT traÆc, we can not observe any cell loss in 107 cell time
slots even though the o ered load is relatively high. In Table 1,
CLR for RT traÆc and ADT for NRT traÆc is relatively higher,
compared to results in other works, since we used bursty traÆc
patterns and one of the simplest priority mechanisms in the static
level. When we applied non-bursty traÆc, CLR of RT traÆc was
not available in 107 cell time slots, neither, and ADT of NRT trafc was much smaller. The normalized throughput (Tnorm ) is 0.99
for both types of traÆc irrespective of the o ered load.
Conclusions: A hierarchical scheduling prototype for supporting
both RT and NRT traÆc streams in high-speed multiple inputqueued packet switching systems has been presented. By deploying a dynamic scheduler and a static scheduler in di erent scheduling layer, respectively, the hierarchical scheduling approach can
ensure both high switch throughput and QoS guarantees of connections. Besides the performance, the hierarchical approach in
scheduling provides exibility in that optimal scheduling algorithms can be derived in di erent scheduling level. Furthermore,
since the VC scheduler handles not all VC connections in the same
input but only VC connections within the queue selected by the
MIQ scheduler, the hierarchical scheduling can allows much larger
number of VC connections per input.
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